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The Change Leadership Group at the Harvard School of Education has, through its
work with educators, developed a thoughtful approach to the transformation of schools
in the face of increasing demands for accountability. This book brings the work of the
Change Leadership Group to a broader audience, providing a framework to analyze the
work of school change and exercises that guide educators through the development of
their practice as agents of change. It exemplifies a new and powerful approach to
leadership in schools.
Why are America's public schools falling so short of the mark in educating the nation's
children? Why are they organized in ineffective ways that fly in the face of common
sense, to the point that it is virtually impossible to get even the worst teachers out of the
classroom? And why, after more than a quarter century of costly education reform,
have the schools proven so resistant to change and so difficult to improve? In this pathbreaking book, Terry M. Moe demonstrates that the answers to these questions have a
great deal to do with teachers unions—which are by far the most powerful forces in
American education and use their power to promote their own special interests at the
expense of what is best for kids. Despite their importance, the teachers unions have
barely been studied. Special Interest fills that gap with an extraordinary analysis that is
at once brilliant and kaleidoscopic—shedding new light on their historical rise to power,
the organizational foundations of that power, the ways it is exercised in collective
bargaining and politics, and its vast consequences for American education. The bottom
line is simple but devastating: as long as the teachers unions remain powerful, the
nation's schools will never be organized to provide kids with the most effective
education possible. Moe sees light at the end of the tunnel, however, due to two major
transformations. One is political, the other technological, and the combination is
destined to weaken the unions considerably in the coming years—loosening their specialinterest grip and opening up a new era in which America's schools can finally be
organized in the best interests of children.
This text makes a practical link between social science theory and the practice of
leading educational systems. The key processes of communication, leadership,
motivation, and organizational change are analyzed in terms of how they influence
educational systems.
School Leader Internship, 5th Edition, challenges aspiring educational leaders and
interns to better assess, prepare, plan, implement, and evaluate their internship
experience in preparation for certification, licensure, and advancement into school
building-level leadership positions. In this updated edition, the content is organized
around the latest National Education Leadership Preparation (NELP) Standards and
includes intern activities that develop skills in essential areas including ethics, equity
and cultural responsiveness, curriculum development, community of care, support of
teachers and staff, school partnerships, and continuous school improvement. This
unique book provides step-by-step guidance for interns, their supervisors, and faculty
on how to initiate an internship and evaluate interns' work and is a critical resource for
leadership preparation programs nationwide and the thousands of school districts that
support leadership candidates. Special Features: The National Education Leadership
Preparation (NELP) Standards Assessment provides an understanding of the wide
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breadth of experience and demonstration of skills necessary for school leaders. Self
and Superior Assessment helps students to plan according to individual need,
experience, goals, and performance expectations. Internship Plans allow students to
assess, analyze, and prepare draft individualized internship plans. Professional Report
or Portfolio encourages students to evaluate and reflect on their experiences and plan
for the future.
This book examines how to encourage the development of others towards social justice
practices. The processes of development include practices such as mentoring,
coaching, professional development, and the exploration of alternatives to reculture the
work environment and enhance collaborative partnerships. Many groups play a role in
the leadership and improvement of social justice opportunities in education, such as
students, new teachers, veteran teachers, teacher leaders, new campus leaders,
veteran campus leaders, parents, district leaders, non-certified school personnel and
board of education members. Their preparation and development are explored in this
volume through the people’s voices and experiences. Finally, challenges can be
recognized in the effort to encourage the development of others, including local and
federal policies, new forms of academic delivery, and the preparation of leaders in everevolving educational structures. These issues will be fully explored with the aim of
informing practitioners and scholars in the field of educational leadership.
Shaping Education Policy is a comprehensive overview of education politics and policy
during the most turbulent and rapidly changing period in American history. Respected
scholars review the history of education policy to explain the political powers and
processes that shape education today. Chapters cover major themes that have
influenced education, including the civil rights movement, federal involvement, the
accountability movement, family choice, and development of nationalization and
globalization. Sponsored by the Politics of Education Association, this edited collection
examines the tumultuous shifts in education policy over the last six decades and
projects the likely future of public education. This book is a necessary resource for
understanding the evolution, current status, and possibilities of educational policy and
politics.
The Journal of School Leadership is broadening the conversation about schools and
leadership and is currently accepting manuscripts. We welcome manuscripts based on
cutting-edge research from a wide variety of theoretical perspectives and
methodological orientations. The editorial team is particularly interested in working with
international authors, authors from traditionally marginalized populations, and in work
that is relevant to practitioners around the world. Growing numbers of educators and
professors look to the six bimonthly issues to: deal with problems directly related to
contemporary school leadership practice teach courses on school leadership and policy
use as a quality reference in writing articles about school leadership and improvement.
Situating strategic planning and budgeting within the organization and administration of
higher education institutions, this text provides effective and proven strategies for
today’s change-oriented leaders. Bringing together distinguished administrators from
two-year, four-year, public, and private colleges and universities, this volume provides
both practical and effective guidance on the intricacies of the institutional structure, its
functional activities, and contingency planning. Organization and Administration in
Higher Education orients future administrators to the major areas of an academic
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institution and will assist higher education administrators in leading their institutions to
excellence. New in this Second Edition: New chapters on the impact of Title IX and
social media on higher education. Updated coverage throughout on politics, technology,
budgeting, program planning, and institutional changes. New end-of-chapter discussion
prompts.
An essential, no-nonsense resource for academic leaders on effective leadership in
higher education In Reframing Academic Leadership, leadership experts Lee Bolman
and Joan Gallos provide an essential resource for academic leaders. Adapting Bolman
and Deal’s Four Frames model, they focus on the effective leadership in higher
education. Colleges and universities are special, and it takes special skills to lead and
manage them well. This book is a provocative and pragmatic guide for deans, directors,
provosts, and others involved in the important work of building higher education
institutions and communities. This edition contains substantial revisions and new
material, including new cases and examples. You will gain a thorough understanding of
how higher education leadership has changed in light of recent issues like the #MeToo
movement, student debt, governing board dynamics, and the adjunctification of the
professoriate. You’ll learn how to craft the campus environment you envision, moving
forward with practical tools and advice based on a solid conceptual framework. Learn to
create a dynamic institution where the whole is greater than the sum of its parts Foster
creativity and commitment campus-wide, forging alliances and partnerships in service
of the mission Building shared vision and campus cultures that unite, inspire, and
serving the larger goals of the academy and society Discover concrete ideas for
tackling difficult issues, managing conflict, and rising to the next level of leadership
excellence Throughout this book, the authors integrate a powerful conceptual
framework with rich and compelling real-world cases to support you in your search for
the best in yourself and your institution. Reframing Academic Leadership is the
resource for anyone seeking to understand, develop, and manage colleges and
universities.
This book is designed to help educational administrators in developing essential skills
and competencies for leading and managing educational institutions. Text covers three
inter-related parts: history and foundations, structures and processes, leadership and
management. Each part contains comprehensive chapters with discussions on
theoretical concepts and best practices in approaching leadership and managerial
issues in educational contexts including clear learning objective and a focus for each
chapter.
This is the eBook of the printed book and may not include any media, website access
codes, or print supplements that may come packaged with the bound book. A collection
of case studies for prospective school administrators that emphasizes problem solving,
decision-making, and effective management. Based on the conviction that effective
practice in school administration requires both leadership and management, this text
provides a mix of problems that require administrative decisions as presented in 24
open-ended case studies. In today’s reform-minded, information-based society,
practitioners must be able to frame problems correctly and then make effective
decisions to ameliorate them. As leaders, district and school-level administrators are
expected to focus on what should be done to improve schools; as managers, they are
expected to focus on how to do things successfully. The cases in this book are
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designed to make students think about common problems of practice by encouraging
them to bridge theory and practice. Each case provides an active form of learning,
allowing students to demonstrate their ability to apply knowledge to common problem
situations.
Co-published by Routledge for the American Educational Research Association (AERA)
Educational policy continues to be of major concern. Policy debates about economic
growth and national competitiveness, for example, commonly focus on the importance
of human capital and a highly educated workforce. Defining the theoretical boundaries
and methodological approaches of education policy research are the two primary
themes of this comprehensive, AERA-sponsored Handbook. Organized into seven
sections, the Handbook focuses on (1) disciplinary foundations of educational policy,
(2) methodological perspectives, (3) the policy process, (4) resources, management,
and organization, (5) teaching and learning policy, (6) actors and institutions, and (7)
education access and differentiation. Drawing from multiple disciplines, the
Handbook’s over one hundred authors address three central questions: What policy
issues and questions have oriented current policy research? What research strategies
and methods have proven most fruitful? And what issues, questions, and methods will
drive future policy research? Topics such as early childhood education, school choice,
access to higher education, teacher accountability, and testing and measurement cut
across the 63 chapters in the volume. The politics surrounding these and other issues
are objectively analyzed by authors and commentators. Each of the seven sections
concludes with two commentaries by leading scholars in the field. The first considers
the current state of policy design, and the second addresses the current state of policy
research. This book is appropriate for scholars and graduate students working in the
field of education policy and for the growing number of academic, government, and
think-tank researchers engaged in policy research. For more information on the
American Educational Research Association, please visit: http://www.aera.net/.
These proceedings represent the work of researchers participating in the 6th
International Conference on Management, Leadership and Governance (ICMLG 2018)
which is being hosted this year by the Institute for Knowledge and Innovation Southeast
Asia (IKI-SEA), a Centre of Excellence of at Bangkok University, Thailand on 24-25
May 2018.
Highly respected for its substantive coverage and analysis of all foundational areas -social, philosophical, historical, political, economic, curricular, and legal -FOUNDATIONS OF EDUCATION, Thirteenth Edition, describes and analyzes the key
educational issues and policies affecting American education. The authors relate the
book's wide-ranging topics to an array of applied features to help prepare students for
their future careers as educators. The chapters on the history and philosophy of
education encourage students to construct their own personal philosophy of education,
building a strong foundation for a professional career. Completely up-to-date
throughout, this edition also provides the latest information on the common core
curriculum, accountability, technology in education, school reform, diversity, legal
rulings, recent trends in school funding and teacher compensation, new instructional
practices, teaching licensure, the outlook for careers, and many other important topics.
Important Notice: Media content referenced within the product description or the
product text may not be available in the ebook version.
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Organization and Governance in Higher Education is one of the primary teaching and
research references in the study and practice of post secondary education. Research in
higher education has provided new insights and recommendations for the management
of postsecondary institutions. In addition to maintaining the strength and integrity of
prior readers by continuing the coverage of classical theories and traditional models,
the Fifth Edition provides updated reading to broaden the scope of the reader. New
selections include current perspective on campus governance and institutional change.
Because of the complex nature of the postsecondary institution, this reader creates
eight subject area lenses. Each lens allows the reader to engage the specific
paradigms and phenomena related to that aspect of higher education. The areas are
arranged in the following order: classic organization theory, traditional administrative
and governance models, campus climate and culture, leadership analysis,
management principles, institutional change and assessment, perspectives on race and
gender, and critical approaches to organizational governance. Features include: New
sections on organization change, diversity, and postmodern critique Blends traditional
"core" readings with numerous contemporary readings. Readings aid in understanding
the multiple nuances of how colleges are organized, governed and administered
Readings aid in understanding the multiple nuances of how colleges are organized,
governed and administered Serves as a single-volume resource on higher education
governance for both students and practitioners
This book details the unintended financial and performance consequences of
governance fragmentation resulting from Milwaukee’s private school voucher policy. It
examines this policy through the lens of public administration, presenting a framework
on how to reassert democratic accountability in complex public-private governance
networks.
Planning Educational Facilities: What Educators Need to Know is a book about
planning and the responsibilities educators have in the process of planning for
educational facilities. The book covers every aspect of planning that needs to be done
to complete any capital improvement project from the assessment of need to the
evaluation of the product and process. The text is the most comprehensive book on
planning educational facilities on the market.
Teacher Education in a Transnational World brings together specialists from various
disciplines and scholars with policy-making and high-level government and
administrative experience to discuss the historical, sociological, and philosophical
issues associated with teacher education in a global context. Edited by Rosa BrunoJofr and James Scott Johnston, two leading scholars of the history and philosophy of
education, this collection offers both analytical and practical insights into the present
and future state of teacher education. Among the topics examined are paradigmatic
changes in teacher education, the impact of the Bologna process in Europe, Indigenous
education, and state policies in a transnational context. With contributors from nine
countries on four continents, Teacher Education in a Transnational World offers a
genuinely international interdisciplinary examination of the challenges and opportunities
associated with teacher education in the twenty-first century.
Analyzing School Contexts is the ninth volume in a series of research and theory in
school administration dedicated to advancing our understanding of schools through
empirical study and theoretical analysis. The current selection of readings is loosely
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organized around the broad topics of school contexts, leadership, and organizational
properties that influence the effectiveness of schools. The book begins with a reflective
analysis of the importance of organizational theories and theorizing in educational in
administration and then proceeds to examine research on how leaders, especially
principals, can strengthen the instructional and academic capacity of the school to
enhance teachers’ effectiveness in producing strong student outcomes. The analyses
deal not only with what instructional leadership practices make positive differences in
teaching and learning, but also with how district leadership is pivotal in developing
school partnerships with business and how district mentoring programs to develop
future school leaders succeed. Finally, we examine school climate, academic optimism
of teachers, organizational trust, and the constraints and opportunities that the law
provides to develop and maintain a respectful school environment conducive to
learning.
Designated a Doody's Core Title! "This is an excellent tool for anyone preparing to take
the national licensing exam or a current licensed administrator needing a good review."
Score: 93, 4 Stars. --Doody's Medical Reviews This revised and updated study guide is
based on the same format as the actual exam and provides an easy-to-use, effective
way to review essential concepts and practice test-taking skills. This up-to-date guide
reflects the latest changes in the domains of practice for nursing home administrators
covering core information on nursing governance, business and finance, human
resources, and resident and patient care nursing. New questions and answers are
included in this study guide to reflect the revised sixth edition of Nursing Home
Administration to cover new laws and regulations, federal guidelines to surveyors,
quality indicators, resident assessment instrument, safety code inspection process, and
new ICDM-10. With over 800 test questions, 1,000 key terms and concepts, and
answer keys (some with full explanations) -- this is the essential resource for anyone
looking to pass the licensing exam.
The sixth edition of "Educational Governance and Administration "provides a clear and
comprehensive introduction to school finance issues and schools as political systems.
Its case-based approach, descriptive studies of how schools work, and broad look at
the historical, political, social contexts that make up this area of study make this book a
valuable tool for every aspiring educator, policymaker, and citizen looking for an
overview of the current American educational system. "Educational Governance and
Administration "examines administrative practices with a critical eye and provides a
balanced overview of the development of educational administration, taking into
account the roles of teachers, students, principals, and superintendents. Extensively
revised, the sixth edition contains a completely updated and comprehensive discussion
of policy and policy making, as well as the financial and legal challenges that school
leaders face. It explores the expanding role of the government in education and
leadership, how schools work as political systems, and how administrators balance
local, state, and federal influences. New to This Edition Discussion of the complex and
pervasive impacts of NCLB have been integrated throughout the text. New, innovative,
and student-friendly pedagogical features such as data, charts, and graphs have been
incorporated. Coverage of school law has beencompletely updated reflecting the most
recent and most important court decisions and their impact. New and comprehensive
information on standards-based leadership and the current controversy about
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administrative preparation has been added. New Chapter 7, Students Today, examines
the evolving nature of today's students and evaluates contemporary research on this
subject. "I have found no textbooks on the topic to be superior to this one. The authors
have distilled the essence of public school governance and administration and provided
it to the reader in a manner that demands his/her reflection. The content is well
researched and well presented. I plan on using the text in our program next fall and
look forward to the new edition." --Larry W. Brooks, Shenandoah University "This book
and its earlier editions are all classic texts for use in intro courses in our field. I'm glad
to see a new edition on the horizon. The addition of a recent practitioner on the writing
team has vastly improved the focus of the book." --John Daresh, University of Texas, El
Paso "I think that the Sergiovanni text...continues to offer the best overview of how
schools are governed." --Judith Zimmerman, Bowling Green State University

A comprehensive and research-based text detailing the important relationship
between school administration and human resources administration. "The author
provides [students] with specific strategies for navigating the treacherous waters
of personnel selection, development, retention, and removal. I wish I had the
book when I began my work as Director of Personnel." —Zach Kelehear
University of South Carolina Human Resources Administration for Educational
Leaders balances theory and pedagogy to demonstrate the historical evolution of
the human resources function in education, the link between human resources
and organizational effectiveness, and the new trends in human resources
accountability. Key Features and Benefits: Provides students with samples of the
tools that practicing HR administrators use for planning, recruiting, interviewing,
selecting, evaluating, compensating, and developing staff personnel Dedicates
separate chapters to areas often neglected in other texts: collective bargaining,
human resources responsibility for classified personnel, accountability, and
organizational climate and the human resources function Features engaging
simulations in the form of case studies and critical questions to help students
apply the concepts to practice Accompanied by High-Quality Ancillaries
Instructors' Resources on CD-ROM includes a test bank, sample syllabi,
PowerPoint slide presentations, and more. Contact SAGE to request your copy.
Meet the author! http://coe.asu.edu/elps/faculty/norton.php
Create a winning school budget during challenging economic times! This revised
bestseller walks school leaders through the budgeting process, focusing on
vision and strategic planning as firm guides to resource allocation. With an eye
toward tough budgetary climates, the authors provide a budgeting model that
helps you align organizational goals with a sound fiscal accountability system. In
this new edition you will learn: 25 tips for budgeting during an economic downturn
How to develop a school budget using the most effective practices Methods for
conducting a needs and program assessment How to prepare and analyze a
school action plan Answers to some of the toughest budgeting dilemmas
Educational Governance and AdministrationPearson College Division
To meet the new and rapidly changing demands facing today’s higher education
managers and leaders – from department chairs to trustees – this book offers
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guidance on how to effectively discharge their responsibilities and how to develop
their skills for managing their relationships with internal and external
stakeholders. It also provides a broad understanding of the structure and
functions of their institution and of the appropriate loci of decision-making. The
authors go beyond the “positions” of leadership to emphasize the qualities of
creativity, commitment, collaboration, delegation and courage that are essential
to steer a unit, college or university through successful and enduring change
Recognizing that the hallmark of higher education in the United States is a
diversity of institutional types, this book enables the reader to relate issues of
environment, organization and management to his or her specific institution, from
not only the presidential perspective, but from the vantage point of trustees,
provosts, vice presidents, deans, and department heads. By covering all these
functions—as well as the role of external stakeholders—in a single volume, this
book offers readers a comprehensive view of how institutions respond to external
forces and internal issues, and how these impact organizational structure,
functions and decision-making in their roles, and the institution at large. The book
is informed by these three essential principles: • Sound institutional decisions
must be based on a clearly articulated mission and set of core values; •
Successful institutional adaptation to a changed environment must be grounded
and aligned with the fundamental mission and core values; and • Successful
academic leaders must be able to create and foster partnerships, bringing
diverse individuals and interests together around a shared vision and mission
grounded in common values. This handbook is divided into five units. The first
introduces the reader to the scholarly field of higher education and establishes
the contextual framework for the rest of the book. The second investigates the
multifaceted and often complex relationships that exist between institutions of
higher learning and the external constituencies. The third focuses how college
and university presidents and their board of trustees keep an institutional mission
focused while adapting to changes in the environment, while the fourth analyzes
how colleges and universities fulfill their core mission through shared democratic
partnerships. The concluding unit concerns how effective academic leaders
implement their institution’s academic mission. Both scholarly and accessible,
this book is intended to be of interest to a broad audience, ranging from graduate
students in higher education administration programs to members of institutional
governing boards, and everyone in leadership positions in between. All of the
authors have completed graduate work in a higher education administration
program, and collectively have had experience with academic administration at
every level through to the university presidency. Two of the authors are currently
faculty in leading higher programs teaching classes in administration and
organizational theory and have published widely in the scholarly field. One has
been a member of a governing board. Study questions suitable for leadership
training and graduate courses are provided online. See hot link at top right of this
page.
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A decade ago, the National Center for Public Policy and Higher Education (the
National Center) issued a policy brief, "State Capacity for Higher Education
Policy." The National Center's core recommendation: States must have a broadbased, independent, credible public entity with a clear charge to increase the
state's educational attainment and prepare citizens for the workforce. This paper
reviews the historical development of the state role in higher education as a
foundation for discussion of these questions: (1) Was the recommendation of the
National Center realistic? What barriers continue to exist to the establishment of
a state policy leadership entity?; and (2) What alternatives are available to
provide the needed state policy leadership, especially in cases where existing
structures are unable to play this role? There are essentially six functions that fall
within the purview of entities labeled "state higher education agency:" (1) Statelevel planning; (2) State finance policy: budgeting, appropriations and resource
allocation; (3) Maintenance of databases and conversion of data into information
that guides policy making; (4) Regulation of higher education institutions or
academic programs; (5) Administration of state-level services (for example,
administration of student financial aid programs); and (6) Governance of higher
education systems and institutions. In some states, a single entity is responsible
for most or all of these functions. However, in most states, the responsibility for
these functions is dispersed among multiple entities. How states carry out these
six functions has evolved over time. The origins of current structures are rooted
in each state's history and culture. This paper reviews the development of the
state role in higher education using these six functions as an organizing
framework. The framework provides a template that states can use to diagnose
how they carry out these functions. Appended are: (1) Six State-Level Functions:
Summary of Change Over Phases; (2) Change in Complexity of Major DecisionPoints That Affect State Higher Education Policy, Early 20th Century to Present;
and (3) Authority of State Boards and Agencies of Higher Education, 2015.
Skills for Successful 21st Century School Leaders provides a complete overview
of the knowledge base and skills for successful school leaders. The publication is
based on the standards developed by AASA, ISLLC, NPBEA, NCATE, and state
education agencies.
The edited volume provides multiple lens to view school governance practices,
exploring its modernization, ethical review, future trend, as well as the reciprocal
influence of educational policy. Drawing on a wide-spread experience in the field
of education governance from leading scholars, emerging scholars, doctoral
research students and school principals, this book includes insights from 11
countries and economies across four continents: Asia, Europe, North America
and Oceanic. Most of them are high achievers in the OECD’s PISA 2018
worldwide ranking in mathematics, science and reading. The book not only lifts to
the forefront school governance educational thinking, but also acknowledges
their complex evolution, especially under the current impact of COVID-19
Pandemic. This book will be of interest to academics, professionals and
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policymakers in education and school governance, and any scholars who engage
in historical studies of education and debates about educational governance.
Treating principals as concurrently visionary leaders and competent managers, this
excellent text addresses the needs of aspiring and practicing principals, providing the
tools to build effective and efficient schools.
What do public administrators and policy analysts have in common? Their work is
undertaken within networks formed when different organizations align to accomplish
some kind of policy function. To be effective, they must find ways to navigate
complexity and generate effective results. Governance Networks in Public
Administration and Public Policy describes a variety of trends and movements that have
contributed to the complexity of these systems and the challenges that must be faced
as a result. Providing a theoretical and empirical foundation in governance networks,
the book offers a conceptual framework for describing governance networks and
provides a holistic way to conceive their construction. The text details the skills and
functions of public administrators in the context of networked relationships and presents
the theoretical foundations to analyze governance networks. It identifies the reforms
and trends in governing that led to governance networks, explains the roles that various
actors take on through networked relationships, highlights the challenges involved in
the failure of networked activities, and illustrates how policy tools are mobilized by
these relationships. Be a part of building governance networks 2.0! The author’s
website contains support materials such as PowerPoint® presentations, writable case
study templates, and other useful items related to building the field’s capacity to
describe, evaluate, and design governance networks using the framework of this book.
You can post case studies of governance networks, draw on other’s case study
materials, and learn about research and educational opportunities. Based on research
and real-life experience, the book highlights the interplay between public actors and
policy tools. The authors demystify this complex topic of governance networks and
explore the practical applications of the conceptual framework. Practical and
accessible, the book presents concepts in such a way that readers can engage in these
ideas, apply them, and deepen their understanding of the dynamics unfolding around
them.
The Journal of School Public Relations is a quarterly publication providing research,
analysis, case studies and descriptions of best practices in six critical areas of school
administration: public relations, school and community relations, community education,
communication, conflict management/resolution, and human resources management.
Practitioners, policymakers, consultants and professors rely on the Journal for cuttingedge ideas and current knowledge. Articles are a blend of research and practice
addressing contemporary issues ranging from passing bond referenda to building
support for school programs to integrating modern information.
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